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vance against the enemy" and "to force the Japanese to comply with our will" had at last arrived. The Russians attacked on a wide front along the Sha-ho River; but ten days of exceptionally heavy fighting failed to dent the Japanese lines, and the offensive petered out in spite of Kuropatlcin's numerical superiority: 220,000 Russians against 160?000 Japanese. The Russians lost well over 30,000 killed, wounded, and prisoners, the Japanese about 20,000. The collapse of the offensive, notwithstanding the show of determination by Kuropatkin, silenced for a time his St. Petersburg and Manchurian critics and led to the recall of Alekseev. The long lull following the Sha-ho battle came to an end with the capitulation of Port Arthur, which set free 100,000 Japanese troops to join Marshal Oyama, the Japanese commander in chief in Manchuria. At the end of December 6,000 Cossacks under General A. V. Mishchenko carried out a daring raid on Japanese communications, penetrating as far as the naval base of Yingkow, one hundred miles within enemy territory, but they returned to their lines having accomplished little. In January, 1905, General O. K Grippen-berg, commander of the second Russian army, succeeded in turning the left flank of the Japanese and made some gains in the stubbornly defended area of Sandepu but was forced to retreat after Kuropatkin refused to send reinforcements. This operation cost Russia 10,000 killed and wounded. Grippenberg, proclaiming that victory under Kuropatkin was precluded, demanded to be relieved of his command. Branded by the commander in chief as a deserter, the rebellious general was recalled to St. Petersburg, where he found many admirers and was given a prominent position in palace councils.
In the meantime the Russian effectives massed round Mukden rose to 310,000 and those of the Japanese to about 300,000. The battle of Mukden, one of the greatest in history measured by the number of participants, began with the Japanese attack in the middle of February, 1905. A pincer movement, skillfully planned by Oyama and executed in subzero weather, threatened the encirclement of the entire Russian army and compelled Kuropatkin to withdraw north along the railway to Harbin. On February 25 Mukden was occupied by the Japanese, t>tit the victors were too exhausted to pursue energetically the defeated ceemy: the retreat did not become a rout. The Russian army lost nearly 90,000 men, including 25,000 prisoners, and an immense amount of stores and equipment; Japanese losses were over 70,000. Kuropatkin, at hi? own fecpest, was transferred to a subordinate command and was

